PT. Aggiomultimex
Your future and now for shoe manufacturing
OVERVIEW

Aggiomultimex was founded in 1991 with the purpose of manufactured footwear and accessories to the world. We are world leaders in magnifier footwear and development.

Our Introduction to starting a shoe company in Indonesia is based on our 23 years of shoemaking experience for some of the biggest names in footwear including Oakley, Fischer Sports, Lacoste, Ariat and many more. Enabling higher quality in shoe making and cost effective and opening up for a range of new possibilities in every new development. We strict in making shoes on durability, strength and wearability.

Our products are designed by customers owner and manufactured in our factory in Indonesia. Aggiomultimex also sources products and materials from quality suppliers who have consistently met the exacting standards customers.

**Our product range includes**

- Shoes
- Sandal
- Boots
- Ski-Boot

We continue to source and develop new products, to ensure we can cater to most needs with a wide variety of products ranging from the traditional to fashionable, funky to sophisticate.

Our production conditions and capacity have evolved from manufacturing single footwear components in the early 1991’s to today’s full in-house production systems.
THE FACTORIES

Aggiomultimex operates two factories in Indonesia, the first area in Sidoarjo - Surabaya was built in 2008 and has two buildings with a total of 10,700 sqm and 1,000 workers.

The second factory in Tiga Raksa - Tangerang was built in 2011 and has 18,000 sqm with a total of 1,000 workers.

Our headquarters is located in Tiga Raksa.
As a branded footwear manufacturer for other companies, offering each season full collections with comfortable and trendy shapes. Its activity includes all the creation processes (creativity, design and development of the models) and production, giving as a result a trendy product with the best quality design and production of any type of footwear in ranges of shoes, sandals, boots, sneakers.

See our customer testimonial on YouTube
https://youtu.be/4Agr-RouGgg
Aggiomultimex, makes perfect footwear for you
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